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Th4e

Continental Shelf

A new international Convention on the Continental Shelf gives to
eachi coastal state sovereign rights over the adjoining seabed and subsoil
out Ito wherever the sea is 200 meters deep, and, beyond that limit, for
as rnnuch farther as it can exploit the natural resources of the undersea
area L. To a depth of 200 meters the right is exclusive; no other state
can stake a claim within this limit. At greater depths, possession goes
with ability to exploit. This new convention applies only to the land
bene ath the sea, not to the waters and not to the airspace above. It was
vn up in 1958 at the U.N. Conference on the Law of the Sea, but
wentt into effect only recently, upon ratification by the necessary number
of Si,tates.
TI[he legal concept of the continental shelf had its first important
forrrnulation in 1945 when President Truman proclaimed U.S. ownership
of tUhe natural resources of the adjoining continental shelf. While there
has 1been fairly general acceptance of this doctrine, the new convention
consititutes an important codification that gives agreed form and certaintty to the law governing rights to the seabed and subsoil, to mineral
and other nonliving resources beneath the sea, and to living organisms
that
at the harvestable stage are either immobile or unable to move
exce pt in contact with the seabed or subsoil.
Ti
'he granting of these rights is not intended to interfere with navigation or fishing rights, obligations to conserve living organisms of the
C!nn or the right of access for unclassified scientific research. Nor is
e yet clarification of the confused problem of the extent of territorial
The U.S., in 1793, adopted the 3-mile limit, as have many other
ztries, but not all. The Scandinavian countries claim 4 miles; some
he Mediterranean countries, 6 miles; and others, 9 or 12.
ut the right to subsea resources is now clear. In 1959, the year
this convention was written, the discovery in Holland of one of
world's largest gas fields raised hopes that more riches might lie
.r the 220,000 square miles of the shallow (average depth = 50
Lrs) North Sea. Under license from the six bordering countries,
ompanies in various joint ventures are prospecting for North Sea
nd gas deposits. Off the California coast, drilling for oil is already
g on at a depth of almost 200 meters. The Mohole project and
r crustal drillings for scientific purposes will provide experience
will help to extend present commercial limits to much greater
hs. The recent National Academy of Sciences report on oceanogiy reports current exploitation of submarine diamond, tin, iron, and
ir resources, as well as oil and gas, and predicts early mining of
off the Alaska shore. Phosphates, chromite sands, and other material
i promising possibilities. The same report points out that wherever
em beaches have potentially valuable mineral content, there is
I likelihood that the drowned Pleistocene beaches farther offshore
similar content.
he 3-mile limit was defined, partly at least, in terms of 18th-century
nology, the estimated range of land-based artillery. But the definiwas pessimistic and inflexible. The new convention also involves a
nological definition, but a flexible and more optimistic one. The
ed is available for each coastal state to exploit as far as it can. The
will move farther and deeper as technology advances.
-DAEL WOLFLE
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